A G E N DA
REGULAR MEETING OF THE COTTONWOOD AIRPORT COMMISSION, TO BE HELD WEDNESDAY,
January 9, 2019 AT 6:00 P.M., LOCATED AT THE COTTONWOOD COUNCIL CHAMBERS

LOCATED AT 826 N. MAIN STREET, COTTONWOOD, ARIZONA.
I.
CALL TO ORDER
II.
ROLL CALL
III.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG
IV.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM SEPTEMBER 5, 2018
V.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF CURRENT EVENTS BY COMMISION, FBO, AND AIRPORT
MANAGER -- THE PUBLIC BODY DOES NOT PROPOSE, DISCUSS, DELIBERATE OR TAKE LEGAL
ACTION ON ANY MATTER BROUGHT UP DURING THIS SUMMARY UNLESS THE SPECIFIC
MATTER IS PROPERLY NOTICED FOR LEGAL ACTION UNDER THE NEW OR OLD BUSINESS
SECTION OF THIS AGENDA.
VI.
CALL TO THE PUBLIC -- This portion of the agenda is set aside for the public to address
the Commission regarding an item that is not listed on the agenda for discussion. However, the Commission
cannot engage in discussion regarding any item that is not officially listed on the agenda for discussion
and/or action (A.R.S. §38-431.02.A. (H).) Therefore, pursuant to A.R.S. §38-431.01.G., action taken as a
result of public comment will be limited to directing staff to study the matter, responding to any criticism
or scheduling the matter for further consideration and decision at a later date.

Comments are limited to a 3-minute time period.
VII.

NEW BUSINESS
1. Discussion and Direction on Aircraft Noise and Impact on the surrounding areas. See attached
report.
a. Proposed Alterations to the AFD/Chart Supplement Guide
b. Install new signage near runway
2. Future Vehicle parking between Hangars B and D(C)
3. Duties and Job Description of the Airport Manager (attached)
4. Wiseman Aviation Agreement – Status and Timeline
5. West airport gate status.
a. Loop detectors at the main gate have been repaired.
b. Main breaker at the main gate is starting to go bad.
c. Card reader at the west gate has been ordered, likely installed within the next month.
6. Non-Motorized Landing Zone near Happy Jack Road (see attached sketch).
7. Cost to install electrical outlets and timers in the covered tie-downs at every other post.
a. Total Cost: $4,400, per tie-down tenant an increase of $88/year or $22/qtr.
8. AWOS change of message

a. Old: CTAF is 122.7
b. Current: Runway 32 is the calm runway. Climb to 500 feet AGL prior to turn out.
c. Cannot do both due to many characters.
VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

Pursuant to A.R.S. § 38-431.02(B) the Commission may vote to go into executive session on any agenda item pursuant to A.R.S. §
38-431.03(A) (3) and (4) for discussion and consultation for legal advice with the City Attorney.
The Cottonwood Council Chambers is accessible to the handicapped in accordance with Federal “504” and ADA laws. Those with
needs for special typeface print or hearing devices may request these from the Public Works Department at 634-8033 (TDD 6345526). All requests must be made at least 24 hours before the meeting.

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE COTTONWOOD AIRPORT COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
COTTONWOOD, ARIZONA, HELD SEPTEMBER 5, 2018 @ 6:00 PM AT THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS 826 N.
MAIN ST., COTTONWOOD, ARIZONA.

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Chairman, Jim Moeny called the regular meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.

II.

ROLL CALL
COMMISSION MEMBERS PRESENT:
Jim Moeny, Chairman
Bill Wade, Vice Chairman
Vernon Reed, Commission Member
Tim Pebler, Commission Member.
COMMISSION MEMBERS ABSENT:
Bill Tinnin, Commission Member.

III.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG
Chairman Moeny led the Pledge of Allegiance.

IV.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Motion was made by Bill Wade to approve Minutes of July 11, 2018, Vernon Reed
2nd the motion. All approved, motion passed.

V.

BREIF SUMMARY
BRIEF SUMMARY OF CURRENT EVENTS BY COMMISSION, FBO, AND
AIRPORT MANAGER – THE PUBLIC BODY DOES NOT PROPOSE, DISCUSS,
DELIBERATE OR TAKE LEGAL ACTION ON ANY MATTER BROUGHT UP
DURING THIS SUMMARY UNLESS THE SPECIFIC MATTER IS PROPERLY
NOTICED FOR LEGAL ACTION UNDER THE NEW OR OLD BUSINESS
SECTION OF THIS AGENDA.
Airport Manager, Morgan Scott updated the Airport Commission regarding
maintenance on the AWOS. Vernon Reed and Jim Moeny volunteered not only their
time but expert knowledge, the AWOS is functioning better. However, we are still
waiting for the wind sensor component which should arrive any time. Vernon Reed,
asked if we received the correct key pad and Morgan stated that we did.

VI.

CALL TO THE PUBLIC - This portion of the agenda is set aside for the public to
address the Commission regarding an item that is not listed on the agenda for
discussion. However, the Commission cannot engage in discussion regarding any
item that is not officially listed on the agenda for discussion and/or action (A.R.S.
§38-431.02.A. (H).) Therefore, pursuant to A.R.S. §38-431.01.G., action taken as
a result of public comment will be limited to directing staff to study the matter,
responding to any criticism or scheduling the matter for further consideration and
decision at a later date.
Comments are limited to a 3-minute time period.
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Several residents from the area, Robert Feeser from Clarkdale, shared concerns he
had with flights over his home approximately 60 in one day. Apparently it is flight
schools that are training pilots and they have very noisy planes. He would like to see
flight patterns change and the noise reduced. Mike Sullivan from Pine Shadows
Residential Community shared similar concerns regarding the noise and flight
patterns, with flight students doing “touch and goes”. He spoke with a person at
Embry Riddle and basically was told that they could not do anything about the noise
or the flight lessons. Next resident from Pine Shadows was Ruth Edwards who had
same issues, but came with some possible solutions. First they would like to have
these issues put on the next agenda so the Commission can respond to them; second
they would like the commission to appoint a committee that will examine a guide
from the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) as there are many
innovative ideas for some of the issues that are being brought forth; third, review the
Cottonwood Airport Operating Rules, 2.3, B1 and 2.3, C2; they would like the
committee to write a noise abatement policy and specify for purposes of avigation
easements, that normally airports do not have “TGL’s” for more than 5 hours a day.
Mr. Gradijan spoke up regarding some of their issues. Taylor Anderson also a Pine
Shadows resident brought up the issue of safety of homes, with student pilots doing
“touch and goes” one of them could crash into a home at the end of the run way.
VII.

NEW BUSINESS –

1. Presentation by Skydiving companies who are interested in operating at the airport.
No Action at this time.
Nathaniel Crawford introduced himself, he is an outdoor adventure guide, is currently
residing in Maricopa, Arizona. Mr. Crawford would like to set up a business and be part
of the community. Would like to help increase the revenue and provide a great outdoor
experience for people that live in, or are visiting our community.
2. FBO Amendment to contract.
Orville Wiseman (FBO) is enroute to the meeting. We will come back to this item when
he arrives.
Morgan explained that out fuel tank is not lined and there was rust that was suctioned out
during a cleaning maintenance. That is the disadvantage with having an unlined fuel
tank, the maintenance is more frequent at least once every three to five years. We all
assumed the tank was lined when Mr. Wiseman entered into the contract with the city.
Since we found it to be otherwise, we felt that we could amend the contract with the city
and the airport would take responsibility for the cleaning maintenance of the fuel tank,
every three to five years. This is if the Council agrees to the amendment.
Orville Wiseman (FBO) arrived, and updated the status of his arrival to our airport. He
began with the fact that the fuel tank was an issue and that the amount of time it took to
have his contract reviewed by our City Attorney did in fact hold up his time as to when
he would begin. He did suggest that the city consider contracting with an aviation
attorney as they have experience with the issues that deal with the FAA, the airports’
grants and assurances along with other aviation type issues. He also expressed the time
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plus expense in setting up accounts and trailers to bring gas to us. He has been paying
fees on everything, even though he has not been able to use it to bring in revenue until his
contract was approved. He is concerned about possibly having to replace a fuel tank and
he feels it is a liability. There is a jet fuel tank that is not sumped or inspected, which
causes concern and the fuel farm is a bit of an issue. Another issue is the cars traveling
by the tie downs and do the cars really have enough insurance if they were to clip a wing;
next issue is the Ultra Lights, they are a safety concern. There is going to have to be
some change, the city is growing and there will be change in the airport, I like a challenge
and I have a long term vision.
Tim Pebler, directed several inquiries to Mr. Scott, regarding the Jet A fuel tank. Is it
being used now? What is the condition of that tank? And will it stay?
Mr. Scott, replied that the only Jet A tank is privately owned and does not belong to the
city.
There was further discussion regarding the issue of getting a lined fuel tank or being able
to line the one we have, either solution would be very costly. Mr. Scott stated it would
cost about a quarter of a million dollars if there is no additional infrastructure needed.
Chairman Jim Moeny, asked commissioners if they had read and reviewed the
amendment regarding the fuel tank and if they had questions or comments.
Bill Wade, suggested that the tank issue be moved out of Wiseman’s Lease and that the
city take responsibility for it.
There was continued discussion regarding the fuel tanks.
Bill Wade moved that the lease be amended to move the responsibility to the City. Jim
Moeny seconded the motion, motion approved unanimously.

3. 1983 (100 year) Lease:
Morgan Scott came before the Commission to ask for two (2) commissioners to volunteer
to sit on a committee being formed to assist in drafting an action plan to correct issues
pertaining to the 1983 (100 year) Lease.
Chairman Moeny - asked for more information regarding what Morgan’s goals are and
why this is being reviewed now and who is asking for this review.
Morgan Scott – stated that most of them are familiar with the Commercial Standards and
the issues with the 100 Year Lease; basically this is a 100 Year Lease with no escalator
and come to find out there is an escalator and it has not been implemented in the last 30
years; also the tenants are required to carry $5 million dollar insurance policy a year and
that hasn’t been happening, those are the two main issues.
Chairman Moeny – asked who will be on this committee?
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Morgan Scott – myself, one tenant representative, one member of Country Bank (they do
the lending), two members of the community involved with real estate law or land
development and then two members from this Commission.
Chairman Moeny – are there any comments from the floor?
Jerry McCann, from Pine Shadows Retirement Community – is this what you are talking
about to expand the airport?
Morgan Scott – no, sir this is a 1983 existing lease
Jerry McCann – I know it is a lease, but you are trying to change it, is this how you are
going to be expanding the airport? Mr. McCann kept questioning Mr. Scott regarding
expanding the airport.
Morgan Scott – explained this is not about expanding the airport. It has to do with tenants
being compliant with the Lease Contract that was entered into over 30 years ago. Mr.
McCann understood that this issue was not regarding any expansion of the airport.
Bill Wade – asked if Morgan was going to address the land the city has in the airport and
how there needs to be some adjustment made to the airport? Morgan replied, yes, at least
that’s the goal of this committee.
There was continued discussion, Mr. Gradijan, shared history of the airport at the time of
contract was entered into. Vice Chairman Bill Wade, was around in during the time that
the contract was entered into and his suggestion is that the contract needs to be cleaned
up.
Mr. Lawrence Minch spoke of his dissatisfaction of the review and possible adjustments
to the 1983 Lease, regarding the issues that this new formed committee will be
submitting an action plan to correct these issues. He stated that the bottom line of this
contract is the FAA. In 2014, a Mr. Garcia of the Aviation District Office (ADO) in Los
Angeles, conducted a survey of the airport and came up with a list of problems with the
leases. The City commissioned an appraisal to be done on the properties and Mr. Minch
disagreed with the terminology used in the findings of the appraisal. Mr. Garcia of the
ADO still has not made a ruling on the property. Mr. Minch stated that this is not an
Airport issue, it is a City and a contract issue that needs to be in the hands of lawyers, city
executives, or managers this should not be dropped on the committee or commission to
clean this up. Discussion continued regarding the property and suggested that Morgan
write a letter to the FAA regarding what happened back in 1983 and asking if they have
ideas on how we can fix this contract.
Vice Chairman, Bill Wade asked, do you believe that asking the FAA to get involved as
some kind of resolution process is wise?
Mr. Minch, stated, there is no other answer in my view. The FAA has Grant Assurances,
the City has been violating the Grant Assurances and all it takes for the proper complaint
to show that and when you violate a Grant Assurance you get no more federal money for
highway, streets, for anything until you remove the violations. The only way to do this is
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ask the FAA to come in and give us some direction. They are the final ruling on how that
property is used and evaluated. The discussion continued.
Vice Chairman, Bill Wade, stated that he was reluctant to throw it at the FAA, their
resolution may bring on the problem you are discussing, as far as making adjustments. It
would seem to like the committee resolution to the issue maybe the way to start.
Mr. Minch continued on regarding what he feels should happen and that the FAA is
probably the only way to go.
Bill Wade asked, if the committee debated all these issues and left it the way it is and
brought the city into it as a lease holder and they brought in some type of money, do you
think that would help?
Mr. Minch, continued to express that he can’t see a committee go over the leases until the
first thing that is done is the city pays what they owe the airport and stop saying that the
airport is losing money.
Bob Backus, I am a leasee at the airport. This thing has been going on for a long time, I
suggested something back when Mr. Garcia came and inspected. I have wondered about
all this property outside the airport. Why is it on their airport lay out plan? We’re
supposed to put a layout plan together every five years. When was the last time the city
put an airport layout plan together? The problem is the land outside of the airport, keeps
getting put on the airport layout plan when that property was never part of the airport
itself. It was part of the land that the city got from the county or whoever they got it
from, they never got it from the FAA. The FAA never owned that property out there, so
why do we have all of this property that the city has and they can’t use it because it is on
their airport lay out plan. Apparently it is being used as some kind of assurance for
whatever they have borrowed from the FAA. Which again is not permitted according to
this lease. The term Landlord shall refer to the Town of Cottonwood and any successors
or assignees. This lease shall not be assigned by the Landlord unless the tenant agrees.
How did this property get assigned, as something that the FAA could have hold of as
assurance for the FAA? It never belonged to the FAA and it should have never been on
the airport lay out plan. The answer to this is to do a new airport layout plan and take all
this property off of it that the FAA has no reason to have, and the only reason they think
they have those assurances is because it is on the airport layout plan. Let’s change the
airport layout plan, let’s stop asking the FAA for money if we can’t pay for it. Mr.
Backus stated his disappointment in the amount of money that was spent tearing up the
asphalt out at the airport and then having to replace the seal coat because it had chips in
it.
Mr. Scott stated that Mr. Minch presented a good idea. He felt that is the direction we
should be going, but he did disagree with not having public input. The purpose of this
committee is to gather public input, so that the city management can put a plan together
to present to the FAA. There is a process that the FAA has that is called self-reporting
and they look on that favorably when an agency comes forward and self-reports on
something. If there is no public input that would be a disservice and a mistake.
Mr. Scott confirmed that the two commission members who volunteered for this
committee are Jim Moeny and Vernon Reed.
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4. Hanglider/Paraglider ProposalMorgan Scott was approached by the Arizona Hanglider/Paraglider Association
regarding possible landing options at the airport. We have one of the best hanglider
jumping off points west of the Mississippi River, on Mingus Mountain. There are several
points that will be discussed, one being communication, radio communication with the
ground and also landing west of the airport off of the runway; for safety, they should not
land inside the fence it should be west of the fence. We are asking for discussion and
direction today which based on that I will draft an agreement and bring it back to the
commission for a motion.
Tim Pebler, expressed communication has to be key, as it is frustrating flying in and out
of here and see hangliders as you take off; or seeing them circling when you are coming
in to land.
Jim Moeny, stated that it does need to be moved away to the west, there is a land swap
area that we’ve discussed and it may be even better past that. There were a lot of people
from out of state that were hangliding over the weekend and several landed on the safety
zone which is unacceptable and I did speak to many of them regarding that issue. Where
are you suggesting they operate?
The discussion was directed to an aerial map, where Morgan Scott pointed out the
different land areas that are being looked at that are as far west as the airport currently
controls. In one area there is an obstruction of power lines which could prove dangerous,
but he pointed out an area that is west of the power lines that could be a possibility.
Commission continued with further discussion.
Jim Moeny, the bail out zone that is further west than the power lines, correct? Mr. Scott
answered that is correct.
Bill Wade, the landing zone is one thing, the biggest concern is keeping them away from
the traffic pattern in and out bound. Is there a way we can prohibit them flying in that
area? What if they violate that, do we have any resolution for that?
Vernon Reed, preference at most airport is to have a left down-wind approach to an
airport. I can’t tell you how many times I’ve caught people coming over here from
Prescott flying on the west side of the airport down-wind on three-two. That is begging
for somebody’s death or multiple deaths, in the scenario that these people are jumping off
of Mingus, in spite of the fact that these people are doing what they are supposed to do
don’t go past the airport. Unless we are extremely pro-active about documenting the
activities around the airport this has to be well documented in federal documents in chart
supplements, if you don’t make these notifications extremely clear, NOTE - NO
FLYING FOR AIRCRAFT WEST OF THE AIRPORT; or it’s going to happen like just
like the balloon incident way back when. Moving them as far away from the airport
definitely preferred, but we’ve got other things to contend with, including looking at
some of the noise abatement scenarios and having to take into account the traffic of those
Ultra Lights and Hangliders as well.
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Dale Williams, shared his concerns about skydivers and hangliders landing in the same
areas west of the airport. Apparently he witnessed a couple of close call incidents
between a skydivers and hangliders. We must keep those landing areas separated.
Jim Moeny, asked Morgan Scott if we could explore other city land for a landing zone for
the hangliders.
Morgan Scott stated we do have the property around the wastewater and public works
property, so the idea came up could there be a trade. He pointed to some land that is
further west from those properties but it puts it closer to Mesquite Hills and Cottonwood
Ranch and it may not be received well by those residents. Riverfront Park already has a
hanglider drop zone, but the city is considering turning it into soccer fields. This went
into further discussion about the options for landing zones and Mr. Wiseman brought up
whether we are obligated to have hanglider and paraglider landing areas.
The Commission directed Morgan Scott to have a meeting with the association to discuss
options that have been presented and to find out if they have any other suggestions that
could be considered by the Airport Commission.
5. SID LLOYD (KESTREL AVIATION Sid Lloyd stated, he supports the Commercial Operating Standards for businesses. He
explained the Commercial Operating Standards and had an idea of how to be a better
competitor by suggesting a flat fee of $100 for Commercial Operators. There was
discussion and the Commission directed Morgan to draft the proper paperwork and bring
it before the Commission, so they could present it to the City Council for approval.
6. NON-AIRWORTHY AIRCRAFT Morgan opened discussion regarding Airport Operating Rule that addresses Nonpermissible use of an Airport facility re aircraft that is inoperable being stored at the
airport facility. Commission felt our Operating Rules are adequate and in keeping with
the FAA’s, we do not need to make any new rule for the same issue. Commission
directed that enforcement of our Operating Rules should be done.
VIII.

ADJOURNMENT Bill Wade moved to adjourn, seconded by Tim Pebler. Motion passed unanimously.
The regular meeting was adjourned at 7:53 p.m.
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City of Cottonwood, Arizona
City Council Agenda Communication
Meeting Date:
Subject:
From:

January 9, 2018
Proposed Noise Abatement Procedures.
Morgan Scott, Special Projects Coordinator

REQUESTED ACTION
Staff is requesting that the Airport Commission provide a recommendation on the proposed noise abatement
procedures.
If the Council desires to approve this item the suggested motion is: no suggested motion
BACKGROUND
At the Airport Commission Meeting held on October 3, 2018 the Airport Commission asked Bill Wade, Vern Reed
and Morgan Scott to meet individually with members of the public to discuss noise abatement procedures. After
several meetings that group has proposed the noise abatement procedures in the attached letter.
At the regular commission meeting held on December 5, 2018 the Commission directed staff to obtain written
approval of the proposed changes to the AFD.
Timeline of FAA Acceptance:
- 2019-11-8, Requested FAA review
- 2019-12-7, Requested written approval from the FAA
- 2019-12-10, Received written approval from the FAA
Timeline of Noise Resolution Process:
- April 17, 2018 – Public Meeting on Airport Noise held at the Airport
- September 5, 2018 – Commission Meeting, citizens speak during the call to the public
- October 3, 2018 – Airport Commission Meeting to appoint Noise Abatement Committee
- October 23, 2018 – Noise Abatement Committee Meeting (not open to public)
- November 7, 2018 – Public Meeting on Airport Noise held at the Council Chambers
- November 9, 2018 – (Exhibit E) Notification of proposed changes sent to Airport Commission,
Airport Notification list, all attendees of the public meeting and posted at the airport
- November 27, 2018 – Clarkdale Town Council Meeting to discussed proposed solution
- November 28, 2018 – Noise Abatement Committee Meeting (not open to public)
- December 5, 2018 – Airport Commission Meeting, directed staff to obtain FAA written approval
- January 3, 2019 – Airport Commission Meeting to vote on proposed alterations
JUSTIFICATION/BENEFITS/ISSUES
The proposed procedures would have a minimum impact on pilots while lessening the noise for citizens.

The proposed procedures unfortunately would not help any of the citizens living south of the airport.
COST/FUNDING SOURCE
Changing the procedures may require a new Airport Vicinity Map to be completed which would be funded by the
Airport and the City General Fund.
ATTACHMENTS
Letter to the Commission

CITY OF COTTONWOOD AIRPORT
827 N MAIN STREET
COTTONWOOD, AZ 86326
Phone (928) 634-5526

November 29, 2018
TO: The City of Cottonwood Airport Commission
RE: City of Cottonwood Airport, Noise Abatement Procedure
Airport Commissioners;
As you know the City is considering adopting new airport noise abatement procedures due to over sixty (60) noise
complaints received since March of this year. Forty-five (45) of these complaints have come in since August of
this year. This is likely due to several factors including:
1) The City of Prescott Airport closed one runway for reconstruction during the month of August which lead
many pilots to use surrounding airports for training activities.
2) A new flight school, Tac-Aero, expanded to Northern Arizona from Oregon in August. Although this
school utilizes many airports throughout northern Arizona their activity has impacted the community
substantially due to the noise of their aircraft. During a conversation with the owner on November 28, 2018
the owner agreed to only send one aircraft to Cottonwood at a time instead of 2 or 3 as had been sent in the
past.
3) Finally, an increase in the economy has likely increased the amount of individuals flying and learning to
fly.
Many Citizens have asked the following questions:
1) Why training (touch n go) activity cannot be limited or restricted completely?
a. The City has investigated this option in the past and the FAA clarifies its stance in the FAA Airport
Compliance Manual Order 5190.6B
14.8. Restrictions on Touch-and-Go Operations. A touch-and-go operation is an
aircraft procedure used in flight training. It is considered an aeronautical activity. As
such, it cannot be prohibited by the airport sponsor without justification. For an airport
sponsor to limit a particular aeronautical activity for safety and efficiency, including
touch-and-go operations, the limitation must be based on an analysis of safety and/or

2)

3)

4)

5)

efficiency and capacity, and meet any other applicable requirements for airport noise
and access restrictions explained in chapter 13 of this Order, Airport Noise and Access
Restrictions.(emphasis added)
Why Does the FAA have any say in the Cottonwood Airport?
a. The FAA provided approximately 90% of capital project funding at the Cottonwood Airport
through grants. The grants come with requirements called ‘Grant Assurances’ which among other
items protect the rights of pilots and the aviation public. If the Airport violates any of the grant
assurances the City risks any future federal funding as well as the possibility of needing to repay
past grants. These grants tend to be about $150,000 per year.
Why do the planes keep circling?
a. The ‘circling’ as reference by many citizens is a training activity known as a touch and go. This is
pilots practicing the most stressful part of flying the takeoff and landing. As mentioned above this is
an important training activity that is protected by the FAA.
Why don’t the planes fly over an area where there are no houses?
a. When the Airport was established in 1940 planes could very likely fly out without flying over any
residential neighborhoods. Unfortunately, due to growth in the Verde Valley there is no way for an
aircraft to fly out of the airport without flying out over some residential area. Currently the majority
of noise complaints come from Verde Village Unit 8 which is located just 1,400 feet south of the
runway threshold. For this reason the current noise abatement procedure is that runway 32 is the
calm wind runway meaning that if the winds allow pilots should take off to the north. The nearest
homes to the north are more than 4,000 feet from the runway threshold. Also, the nearest homes to
the north without an avigation easement on the property are 6,600 feet from the runway.
Can the planes be asked to put mufflers on the engines?
a. This is not a possibility for two reasons. First, the City does not regulate the air. Any object in
powered flight is under the jurisdiction of the federal government and cannot be regulated by the
City. Second, the FAA, which does regulate aircraft will not ask a pilot to muffle an aircraft
because this will impact the power of the aircraft and therefore create a substantial safety issue
especially on takeoff.

As a result of the noise issue the following public meetings have been held to gather public input and discuss
solutions to the issue.
-

April 17, 2018 – Public Meeting on Airport Noise held at the Airport
October 3, 2018 – Airport Commission Meeting to appoint Noise Abatement Committee
October 23, 2018 – Noise Abatement Committee Meeting (not open to public)
November 7, 2018 – Public Meeting on Airport Noise held at the Council Chambers
November 27, 2018 – Clarkdale Town Council Meeting to discussed proposed solution
November 28, 2018 – Noise Abatement Committee Meeting (not open to public)
December 5, 2018 – Airport Commission Meeting

The Airport Commission established a Noise Abatement Committee at its meeting on October 3, 2018. The
Committee consisted of the following:
- Bill Wade, Airport Commission Vice-Chair
- Vern Reed, Airport Commissioner

-

Ruth Edwards, Citizen Pine Shadows resident
Michael Sullivan, Citizen and Pine Shadows resident
Morgan Scott, Airport Manager

What has already been done?
The City of Cottonwood has attempted to protect citizens from noise complaints by conducting the
following: First, airports in the State of Arizona are required to complete an Airport Vicinity Map on file with the
Arizona Department of Real Estate which displays properties which can reasonably be expected to be impacted by
an airport. Cottonwood completed its Airport Vicinity Map in January of 2006 per ARS-28-8486. The map can be
found at the Department’s website at
http://www.re.state.az.us/airportmaps/Public_Airports/Cottonwood_Airport_Traffic.pdf . The Map is also
recorded with the Yavapai County Recorder’s Office as Book 55 of Maps and Plats Page 98. Second, new
develops north of the airport have dedicated avigation easements so that all property owners are notified of the
airport when purchasing a home. Finally, noise complaints are logged and mapped in order to find which areas are
being impacted the most.
What is being proposed currently?
The Noise Abatement Committee looked at several options which included, limiting ‘touch n go’s’,
landing fees, increasing the pattern altitude, Cameras, etc. However, the most practical solution with the least
negative side effects seemed to be revising the pattern slightly to make the lease amount of impact on residential
areas as possible. When investigating a zoning map it was discovered that there is a 700 foot wide commercial
corridor centered on State Route 89A through Clarkdale which may provide a path for planes to follow until they
are high enough above the ground to have a minimum impact on residences.
A very important side benefit of this revision to the pattern is the Safety benefits. The State Highway
provides a safer emergency landing area than the dense residential areas under the current runway heading should
an emergency landing be needed upon takeoff.
Currently when pilots are taking off to the north they follow the runway heading (over ‘On the Greens’,
‘Pine Shadows’ and ‘Mingus Shadows’) until they are 500 feet above ground level (AGL) and then they turn. The
revised pattern would have aircraft follow the runway heading until they reach the state highway then turn to
follow the highway until they reach 750 feet AGL. According to the inverse square law increasing the distance (‘r’
in the equation below) of the aircraft over the residences from 500 feet to 750 feet, the noise level at the ground
will be reduced by over 50%.

Source: http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Acoustic/invsqs.html
Although planes will need to fly further from the runway to reach the 750 feet AGL and this may increase
the number of homes that hear some noise, the overall noise that is heard from residents should be drastically
reduced.
Below is a table which describes the existing conditions and the proposed changes.
Existing
Aircraft fly north from the airport, in
the direction (heading) of the runway,
until they reach 500 feet Above the
Ground (AGL) then they can turn.
‘Touch n Go’s’ (training activity) are
not allowed from 30 minutes before
sunset and 30 minutes after dawn.
Aircraft in the pattern, (not landing or
taking off) should be 800’ AGL.
No restrictions to fly west of Highway
89A.

Proposed
Aircraft flying north until they reach
89A, then they turn slightly left and
follow 89A until they reach 750 feet
AGL then they can turn.
Touch n Go’s would be limited to 60
minutes before sunset and after sunrise.
Aircraft in the pattern, should be 1,000’
AGL.
Aircraft would be asked not to fly west
of Highway 89A.

Below is the current language within the airport facilities directory (AFD) for the Cottonwood Airport and
the proposed language. Each item which is proposed to be changed is underlined below.
Current Airport Facilities Directory (AFD) for Cottonwood
AIRPORT REMARKS: Unattended. Fuel avbl 24 hrs with major credit card. Emergency phone
928–634–4246 (Police Dispatch). Wildlife on or in vicinity of arpt. Parachute Jumping. Hang
gliders invof arpt. No touch and go 30 minutes before SS until 30 minutes after dawn. Acft
departing Rwy 14 maintain heading for 1 NM byd departure end and 500´ AGL prior to turning.
Departing Rwy 32 maintain rwy heading for .6 NM and 500´ AGL prior to turning. Check
CTAF for local flight training restrictions. Rwy 32 designated calm wind rwy. TPA—helicopter
4060(500), single 4360(800), multi 4560(1000), turbine 5050(1500).
Proposed AFD for Cottonwood
AIRPORT REMARKS: Unattended. Fuel avbl 24 hrs with major credit card. Emergency phone

928–634–4246 (Police Dispatch). Wildlife on or in vicinity of arpt. Parachute Jumping. Hang
gliders invof arpt. No touch and go 60 minutes before sunset until 60 minutes after sunrise. Noise
abatement procedure in effect. Runway 32: maintain rwy heading until highway then follow the
NW highway to 750 ft AGL prior to turn out, for night flights follow rnwy heading. Do not fly
west of Hwy. Acft departing Rwy 14 maintain heading for 1 NM byd departure end and 750´ AGL
prior to turning. Check CTAF for local flight training restrictions. Rwy 32 designated calm wind
rwy. TPA—helicopter 4060(500), single 4560(1000), multi 4560(1000), turbine 5050(1500).
The Noise Abatement Committee also highly recommends:
1) That additional signage be placed at the airport to indicate the noise abatement procedures.
2) That the noise abatement procedures be added to the AWOS discrete frequency.
3) That the new AFD language be posted to the City website.
4) A letter be sent to all flight schools in northern Arizona advising them of the new AFD language.
At the Meeting held with the Town of Clarkdale Town Council on November 27, 2018 several important
concerns were raised, which are listed below. The Airport Noise Committee discussed in detail each of Clarkdale’
concerns and has attempted to address them below also:
1) Would the revised pattern create a “blind spot” to some pilots creating a major safety issue? If a pilot
follows this revised pattern and the pilot behind him does not it would create a blind spot and the
possibility for a midair collision?
a. There is almost always some transitory phase of a departure that yields a blind spot. There can be a
host of reasons: high wing vs low wing, bank angle, aircraft pitch, passenger heads in the cabin, sun
in your eyes, differences in climb rate and speed, etc. When aircraft depart the usual procedure is to
announce the departure direction. When that occurs communication between planes is usually used
to keep each aircraft located. Pilot announcements on the radio do extremely well in keeping traffic
in the vicinity of the airport separated and safe. One pilot on the committee has observed this
regularly for the past 3 years, both Cottonwood-based pilots and visiting aircraft do a very good job
of making those announcements. Not to say that all announcements are error-free, but they get
resolved quickly over the air.
2) Would increasing the 30 minutes to 60 minutes before and after sunrise/sunset actually create more noise
because it would be hotter and therefore less density altitude, meaning planes would have to use more
power when taking off?
a. The difference in the temperature over 30 minutes is nearly insignificant as is the density altitude.
The additional time is a minor inconvenience to pilots and a huge compromise with the residents.
3) Would a higher altitude pattern (800 ft to 1,000) mean planes are climbing longer and therefore more noise
spread out over more properties?
a. Yes the higher AGL requirement before turning will extend the pattern further from the runway.
However, the noise will be drastically reduced as described above. Also, the higher pattern altitude
will not increase the length of the pattern. Planes will turn at 750 feet AGL and then continue to
climb while in the current pattern.
4) Would a higher pattern altitude mean a larger pattern and therefore a new Airport Vicinity Map would need
to be created?

a. Yes, it does appear that the Airport Vicinity Map may need to be revised based on the above
changes. However, the Airport Vicinity Map may already be too small. Several videos have been
submitted by citizens of aircraft flying north of the Mingus Shadows development which is at the
very north end of the limits. This will likely require an engineering study in order to complete the
new map.
5) Would climbing longer to the north meaning climbing to higher terrain and therefore closer to properties?
a. Although the terrain is climbing to the north it is climbing at a slower rate than the climb rate of the
majority of aircraft. Below is a table of four (4) points along the proposed route. The table lists how
far the point is from the threshold of the runway and the distance between the ground and the
aircraft at this location. For this calculation a climb rate of 450 feet/min and a speed of 80 mph
were used. Most aircraft out of the Cottonwood Airport will climb much faster, but this is meant to
represent the worst case scenario.

Locations
1-Scenic Dr
2-Lisa Dr
3-Centerville
4-Mountain Gate

Distance from
Threshold (ft)
3,600
7,900
10,000
13,600

Plane above
ground (ft)
230
455
509
789

What is being asked of the Airport Commission?
The Airport Commission is being asked to approve or disapprove the proposed changes to the AFD.
Thank you for your time and your consideration.
Morgan Scott
City of Cottonwood
Development Services Manager
Direct: 928-340-2733
mscott@cottonwoodaz.gov
827 Main Street
Cottonwood, AZ 86326

The Commission has also asked about additional signage at the airport
a. Install new signage near runway, Items to discuss:
i. Location:
ii. Cost Estimate: approximately $400/sign not including installation
iii. Signage text:
1. CTAF:122.7, AWOS:119.925, Calmwind runway 14, Noise Abatement in
Effect
Runway Sign Location
82”

TEXT:

6”
2”

CTAF: 122.7 AWOS: 119.925
CALMWIND RWY 32
NOISE ABATEMENT IN EFFECT

COST ESTIMATE
Sign: $260 each
Posts: 4 posts/sign, $30/post, $120/sign
Installation: ???
TOTAL/sign: $380/sign

26”

Location:

JOB DESCRIPTION: Under the direction of the City Manager, manages the public works department and airport. Performs
related duties as assigned.
CLASSIFICATION: This is an exempt, full-time, classified position with full benefits.
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS: Essential functions, as defined under the Americans with Disabilities Act, may include the following
tasks, knowledge, skills and other characteristics. This list is ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY, and is not a comprehensive listing of all
functions and tasks performed by incumbents of this classification.
TASKS:
Manage street construction, sidewalk, pavement preservation and public parking lot projects and annual street
preservation chip seal program. Assist in the procurement of design consultants for all City capital projects. Create
applications for federal and state transportation grants such as CDBG and ADOT funds. Review all Special Event permits for
impact on City resources and staffing. Prepare and present public meetings for upcoming City projects.
Manage the operation of the city airport and serve as the liaison to the airport commission. Apply for and mange airport
grants and construction projects. Maintain and update the airport capital improvement plan.
KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES:
Knowledge of the principals and practices of civil/municipal engineering.
Knowledge of public works construction.
Knowledge of the safety requirements for construction zones.
Knowledge of the principles and practices of supervision.
Knowledge of airport operations and FAA regulations.
Skill in interpreting civil engineering drawings and reports.
Skill in developing and maintaining effective interpersonal relations.
Skill in reading and interpreting written instructions.
Skill in creating concise written communications.
Skill in analyzing data and drawing valid conclusions.
Skill in use of desk top computers.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: This classification involves work that requires the ability to traverse uneven terrain and use of
the public works vehicles for transportation to job sites.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS: The equivalent of a bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university with a major in
engineering or a related field and three (3) years experience in public works operations.
Employee’s Signature:
Date:

Prepared by: Morgan Scott

2/18/15

Reviewed by: Iris Dobler

2/18/15

PROPOSED Cottonwood Airport Non-Motorized Landing Zone (NMLZ)
NOT TO SCALE , sketch of for discussion purposes only
Improvements to be made by NMLZ users, not the airport
~350’ Total

~250’ flat/usable

Hangliding
~700 ft x 200ft

~750’

~900’
~7.2 acres

Relocate
Existing
Private
Gate

Skydiving
~130ft
diameter

Proposed
Man Gate
Gravel
parking

Proposed
Fence

This land is currently leased out under the 1983 Lease, but under
the grading agreement with the excavating company may be able
to come back to the city for a period of time.

~3.4
acres
excavati
on area

